Advertising Coordinator, Web Liaison Join Science Editor Staff

Rita M Washko

Science Editor is delighted to welcome Lisande Bissonette and Gabe Waggoner to its new positions of advertising coordinator and Web liaison, respectively.

Lisande Bissonette has more than 20 years of experience in scholarly and STM (scientific, technical, and medical) publishing in editorial and production capacities. She has been a client development manager (field sales representative) with ScholarOne since September 2001. Her goals in her new position include acquiring more advertising revenue from suppliers to the STM market and increasing the number of advertisements placed by commercial and society publishers for journals of interest to CSE members. Bissonette has served on the CSE Membership Committee for 3 years and was chair for 2 of those years. In another CSE-affiliated effort, she is coordinating the implementation and launch of online submission and peer-review sites for the African Journal Partnership Project.

Gabe Waggoner is a senior technical editor and writer for StataCorp. Previously, he was a copyeditor for the American Society for Microbiology and then a manuscript production editor at the Journal of the National Cancer Institute. He also has been a freelance technical writer and editor. Waggoner was an intern at Science Editor in 2001. He holds a master’s degree in science and technology journalism from Texas A&M University. Waggoner also is a member of the CSE Web Committee. As Web liaison, he makes content from Science Editor more readily accessible to users of the CSE Web site—for example, by providing links to groups of articles on topics of particular interest.

Attention, Book Buyers:
You Can Help Support CSE

Many societies and associations, including CSE, have chosen to take advantage of a rewards program offered by Amazon.com. CSE earns a small percentage of the purchase price of most items if the buyer accesses Amazon via the icon on the CSE Web site (in the lower left corner of the home page). So if you’re planning to buy a book or other merchandise from Amazon, help to support CSE by traveling there via the CSE Web site: